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Synopsis 

This is a funny poem about strange things that are going on 

beyond our solar system in planet that is very far away in space. 

• Here in this planet things happen backwards; they don't 

happen as things are supposed to happen generally.  in this 

planet cooks wash the dishes before the meals start, 

potatoes are unpeeled, and when dinner is put in the oven 

it comes out cold instead of hot. Fuel is taken out of the car 

in petrol pumps. When football is played, they start the 

game by breaking the ball in half and both the teams get 

zero in scores. 

Here when someone starts to cry you know something bad is 

going to happen. And on this planet the people get 

younger instead of getting older and they greet the people 

or each other by saying good bye 

 

Worksheet 

1)Write down the full poem. 

2) Give the rhyming words of  

a) space 

b) told  
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c) laugh 

d)cry 

3) Give the opposites of the words found in the poem 

a) close b) hot c) goes. d)cry. e) stops f) older. 

4) Give the names of. 

a) The place where things go backwards. __. 

b) They wash their dishes before the meal starts. ____ 

c) They put their dinner in this____. 

d) it takes fuel out of cars___. 

e) they get younger each day. ____ 

e) they greet by saying this. _____. 

5) Make sentences. 

a) greet. b) ends. c)starts. d) meal. e) nice. f) backwards. 

    Text Book Exercises 

1) page 53 write and learn new words 

2) Page 54   2” choose and write the correct option a b c  

3) Page 54.  3’. True False. a b c 

4) Page 54.   4’ Do it by yourself. 
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